We perform maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for single and double flavor ultralight dark matter (ULDM) models using the Spitzer Photometry and Accurate Rotation Curves (SPARC) database. These estimates are compared to MLEs for several commonly used cold dark matter (CDM) models. By comparing various CDM models we find, in agreement with previous studies, that the Burkert and Einasto models tend to perform better than other commonly used CDM models. We focus on comparisons between the Einasto and ULDM models and analyze cases for which the ULDM particle masses are: free to vary; and fixed. For each of these analyses, we perform fits assuming the soliton and halo profiles are: summed together; and matched at a given radius. When we let the particle masses vary, we find a negligible preference for any particular range of particle masses, within $10^{-25} \text{eV} \leq m \leq 10^{-19} \text{eV}$, when assuming the summed models. For the matched models, however, we find that almost all galaxies prefer particles masses in the range $10^{-23} \text{eV} \leq m \leq 10^{-20} \text{eV}$. For both double flavor models we find that most galaxies prefer approximately equal particle masses. We find that the summed models give much larger variances with respect to the soliton-halo (SH) relation than the matched models. When the particle masses are fixed, the matched models give median and mean soliton and halo values that fall within the SH relation bounds, for most masses scanned. When the particle masses are fixed in the fitting procedure, we find the best fit results for the particle mass $m = 10^{-20.5} \text{eV}$ (for the single flavor models) and $m_1 = 10^{-20.5} \text{eV}$, $m_2 = 10^{-20.2} \text{eV}$ for the double flavor, matched model. We discuss how our study will be furthered using a reinforcement learning algorithm.
A persistent problem in physics is the physical nature of dark matter (DM). A popular candidate is cold dark matter (CDM) which is thought to envelope galaxies far beyond the reaches of baryonic matter. On galactic scales, the presence of CDM is thought to be the cause of flat rotation curves at large radii. However, past CDM-only simulations resulted in galactic halo profiles (NFW profiles \[1–3\]) that tended to be poor fits to the density profiles of low mass and low surface brightness galaxies; a problem which has commonly become known as the “cusp-core” problem. These galaxies tended to have more cored profiles, such as the Burkert \[1\] profile; which are constant near small radii and asymptote to the NFW profile for large radii. It has been recently suggested that the Burkert profile is a better fit for larger galaxies as well, compared to the NFW profile \[4\]. Another recent study \[6\] has shown that the Einasto profile is a better fit to the galaxies in the Spitzer Photometry and Accurate Rotation Curves (SPARC) catalog \[7\] than the NFW profile. This suggests that the CDM only simulations that resulted in NFW profiles do not give an adequate picture of galactic DM halos. However, it has also been recently shown that simulated halos of CDM over a large range of masses can be fit well by the Einasto profile \[8\]. In this case, the “cusp-core” problem of the NFW profile can be resolved by noting that the cored Einasto profile can also be used to model simulated CDM only halos.

While the cusp-core problem is now generally considered to be resolved, there is another problem with the traditional CDM only halo model, i.e. the NFW model, known as the “diversity” problem \[9\]. This describes the trend for galaxies with similar maximum circular velocities to exhibit a wide range of inner circular velocity profiles; a trend which is poorly modeled by the NFW profile. However, it has been shown that both modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) models \[10, 11\] as well as self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) models can be well fit to the diverse ranges of inner profiles \[12–14\]. In \[13\], it was shown that SIDM can be fit well to many of the galaxies in the SPARC catalog while also reproducing the concentration mass relation (CMR) \[15\], the abundance matching relation (AMR) \[16, 17\], the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR) \[18\], stellar synthesis models \[19\], and the gravitational radial acceleration relation (RAR) \[20\]. It has also been recently suggested that hadronically interacting DM (HIDM) models tend to fit the SPARC catalog galaxies better than traditional SIDM models \[6\].

It is natural to think that baryonic matter and DM affect each other throughout the evolution of galaxies. In fact, recent hydrodynamical simulations suggest that the behavior and shape of the cores of galaxies depend on the ratio of stellar and DM masses \(M_*/M_{\text{halo}}\) \[21–26\]. If this is the case, DM only simulations cannot properly describe the cores of galaxies. A recent study of simulated CDM halos with baryonic and stellar feedback mechanisms \[27\] has shown that, in fact, CDM with baryonic effects results in halos without the “small-scale” problems of CDM only halos. A phenomenological density profile that takes into account \(M_*/M_{\text{halo}}\), dubbed “DC14” \[22, 23\], has recently been shown to be a much better fit to galactic data than the NFW profile \[20\]. It has also been shown that the DC14, as well as other cored profiles, generally give better fits to the galaxies in the SPARC catalog than the NFW profile \[25\].

Another popular candidate for DM is the QCD axion which was originally theorized to potentially solve the strong CP problem \[29–31\]. Similar types of particles, termed axion-like-particles (ALPs), arise in string compactification and clockwork theories \[32, 33\], usually such that many different ALPs are theorized to be in existence. Modeling QCD axions and ALPs as DM has gained in interest, partly due to the failure to discover weakly interacting massive particles in various searches. On galactic and cosmological scales, QCD axions and ALPs act similarly to CDM. ALPs, which are bosonic, can naturally form gravitationally bound structures, commonly called solitons, on astrophysical scales, a subject which has been studied in great detail in the recent past \[34–37\]. A subset of ALPs, termed ultra-light DM (ULDM), with masses of \(m \sim 10^{-22}\) eV have Compton wavelengths on the order of galactic cores \[38, 39\]. Because of this, these types of particles were theorized to make up the cores of galaxies, in an attempt to solve the small-scale problems, at the time, of CDM \[40, 77\]. However, as noted previously, the small-scale problems of CDM tend to disappear when taking into account the relationship of baryonic matter and CDM in galaxies.

While ULDM with masses \(m \sim 10^{-22}\) eV can potentially form structures on the order of galactic cores, single flavor models that consider these masses have increasingly become constrained \[78, 79\]. There have been numerous, recent analyses constraining the ULDM mass from galactic data. Simulations of collapsing ULDM halos suggest a relationship between the mass of the soliton that forms in a galaxy, and the properties of its host halo, termed the soliton-halo (SH) relation. In \[80\], it was shown that the SH relation implies that the maximum circular velocity of a soliton should be of the same order as the maximum circular velocity of its host halo. From this implication, the authors showed that low-surface brightness galaxies in the SPARC catalog disfavor the soliton-host halo relation for ULDM masses of \(m \sim 10^{-21}–10^{-22}\) eV. The authors of \[81\] extended this analysis by including external gravitational potentials in order to understand the effect of baryons on the formation and structure of the soliton and host halo. The results of \[80\] were further confirmed with the analysis of \[81\] and another study \[82\] that we will describe in more detail later.

Other previous analyses have shown that ULDM masses \(m \gtrsim 10^{-22}\) eV tend to give good fits for particular ultra faint dwarf (UFD) satellites \[83\] while masses \(m \lesssim 10^{-22}\) eV tend to give good fits for particular dwarf spheriodals.
further confirmed the model independent constraint for ULDM masses in the range
the inner soliton profile to the outer halo profile at some transition radius. In both cases, the statistical analysis
or Burkert profile and added the halo to the soliton in two ways. The first was by simply adding the two together,
a log-likelihood ratio. For this fit, they assumed the host halo of the soliton could be described by either the NFW
order to place constraints. The authors also did a model dependent statistical fit to derive similar constraints using
analysis was model-independent in the sense that the authors made no assumptions about the nature of the host halo.
Rather, they only used galaxies that had circular velocities which were overshot by the soliton circular velocity in
order to place constraints. The authors also did a model dependent statistical fit to derive similar constraints using
mass of the soliton. It was shown that structures composed of ULDM masses in the range $10^{-24}$ eV $\lesssim m \lesssim 10^{-20}$ eV
that satisfied the soliton-host halo relation were in tension with the rotation curve data of the SPARC galaxies. This
analysis was model-independent in the sense that the authors made no assumptions about the nature of the host halo.
It was shown that structures composed of ULDM masses in the range $10^{-24}$ eV $\lesssim m \lesssim 10^{-20}$ eV
Finally, the analysis of [80] was extended by doing a systematic scan over possible ULDM masses [87]. In this analysis,
a conservative constraint was put on the ULDM mass from SPARC catalog galaxies by finding the maximum possible
mass. It was shown that the most constraining galaxy excluded the mass range of $m = (0.14 - 3.11) \times 10^{-22}$ eV.
In [86], a model independent
1
analysis concerning different ULDM self-interaction potentials for future work.

It is clear, then, that ULDM masses of $m \lesssim 10^{-20}$ eV are well constrained from galactic data. However, if one
models ULDM as being composed of multiple species, as is natural in string and clockwork theories, these constraints
that there are multiple theories of galactic DM, including: CDM modeled with cored profiles,
SIDM, and HIDM, each of which can potentially either describe many different types of galaxies or galactic empirical
relations, or both. In this paper, we do not dispute the predictive power of any of these theories. Rather, we discuss
theories of ULDM as galactic DM, since they are interesting alternatives to CDM, SIDM, HIDM, and MOND. ULDM
galactic structures are theorized to have specific signatures and can potentially be searched for using pulsar timing
arrays, with multiple flavored models of ULDM having more specific signatures than single flavored models of ULDM
102][105].
We compare ULDM models for both single and multiple flavored cases to commonly used CDM models of galactic
DM halos using galactic rotation curves from the SPARC catalog [4]. We find the maximum likelihood parameters by
minimization of the chi-square statistic and compare models to each other using the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) statistic, which penalizes models with more parameters. We also check which models, if any, are in tension
with many empirically derived relations, including the CMR, the AMR, the BTFR, stellar synthesis models, and the
gravitational RAR. We also check the SH relation for the ULDM models analyzed.

In Sec. [1] we describe the galactic DM halo models that will be tested. In Sec. [11] we describe the fitting
procedure and we compare our analysis to previous studies in Sec. [14] We discuss our results and possible future
implementations in Sec. [1] and conclude in Sec. [14]. All results obtained in this paper can be found in the publicly
available code [106]. Throughout the text, we use the notation $m_{22} = 10^{-22}$ eV.

---

1 We focus on ULDM models without self-interactions between the particles. For a common class of ULDM self-interaction potentials, it
was shown that self-interactions could be neglected for all galactic halos in the SPARC catalog that were analyzed in [60]. We leave an
analysis concerning different ULDM self-interaction potentials for future work.
II. DARK MATTER HALO MODELS

Here, we discuss the galactic DM halo models that will be tested against galactic data. We focus on four different models for CDM halos and the goodness of fit of each model is compared to each other as well as the ULDM models to be discussed later.

A. CDM

The halo model that resulted from CDM only simulations is the NFW model [1–3] which has a density profile given by,

\[ \rho_{\text{NFW}}(r) = \frac{\rho_s}{(r/r_s)[1 + (r/r_s)]^2}, \]  

(II.1)

where \( \rho_s \) and \( r_s \) are some density and radius scale factors, respectively. A more phenomenologically motivated model is the Burkert model [4], which has a density profile given by,

\[ \rho_{\text{B}}(r) = \frac{\rho_s}{[1 + (r/r_s)]^{3/2}}. \]  

(II.2)

Another phenomenologically motivated model is the Einasto model \([8, 107, 108]\) with a density profile given by,

\[ \rho_{\text{E}}(r) = \rho_s \exp \left\{ -\frac{2}{\alpha} \left[ \left( \frac{r}{r_s} \right)^{\alpha} - 1 \right] \right\}. \]  

(II.3)

where \( \alpha \) is taken to be a free parameter. Finally, a model that takes into account the ratio of stellar to DM mass \( M_\ast/M_{\text{halo}} \) is the DC14 model \([22, 23]\) which has a density profile given by,

\[ \rho_{\text{DC14}}(r) = \frac{\rho_s}{(r/r_s)^\gamma [1 + (r/r_s)]^{(\beta - \gamma)}/\alpha}, \]  

(II.4)

where

\[ \alpha = 2.94 - \log_{10} \left[ \left( 10^{X+2.33} \right)^{-1.08} + \left( 10^{X+2.33} \right)^{2.29} \right], \]

\[ \beta = 4.23 + 1.34X + 0.26X^2, \]

\[ \gamma = -0.06 - \log_{10} \left[ \left( 10^{X+2.56} \right)^{-0.68} + \left( 10^{X+2.56} \right) \right], \]

\[ X = \log_{10} \left( \frac{M_\ast}{M_{\text{halo}}} \right). \]  

(II.5)

This above equation is only valid in the range \(-4.1 < X < -1.3\). We constrain one of the fit parameters in order to ensure that \( X < -1.3 \).

For all CDM halos, we define the concentration, \( c_{200} \), and virial velocity, \( V_{200} \), as,

\[ c_{200} = \frac{R_{200}}{r_s}, \quad V_{200} = \sqrt{\frac{M_{200}}{M_P R_{200}}}, \]  

(II.6)

where \( M_P \approx 1.22 \times 10^{19} \) GeV is the Planck mass, \( R_{200} \) is the radius at which the average density is equal to 200 times the critical density, and \( M_{200} \) is mass contained within \( R_{200} \) and is commonly called the virial mass. For each of the density profiles,

\[ \rho_s = \frac{M_{200}}{4\pi r_s^3 \ln (1 + c_{200}) - c_{200}^{3/2}}, \]

\[ M_{200} = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2\pi \rho_c}} \frac{M_P V_{200}^3}{20}, \quad r_s = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2\pi \rho_c}} \frac{M_P V_{200}}{20 c_{200}}, \]  

(II.7)

where \( \rho_c \) is the critical density of the universe. As in \([26]\), we take the Hubble constant to be \( H_0 = 73 \) km/s/Mpc. For all profiles, we also take the total stellar mass to be,

\[ M_\ast \approx (\Upsilon_d + \Upsilon_b) L, \]  

(II.8)

where \( \Upsilon_d \) and \( \Upsilon_b \) are the stellar mass-to-light ratios of the disk and bulge, respectively, and \( L \) is the total luminosity.
B. ULDM

Now, we discuss the ULDM models that will be fit to data and compared to each other as well as the CDM models. ULDM structures that resulted in simulations consisted of an inner ULDM soliton core and outer ULDM halo which could be approximated by the NFW profile [64, 85]. Both the soliton and halo are composed of the same species of ULDM, while the soliton is in the form of a Bose-Einstein condensate, and the halo is in the form of virialized ULDM. We focus on two cases: ULDM composed of a single species; and ULDM composed of two species. For each of these, we take two possible models of the total galactic DM density profile: a sum of the soliton and halo density profiles; and the soliton density profile matched to the halo density profile at a particular radius. The second case is more physical, as this is the behavior that is expected from ULDM simulations [64, 80, 85, 87]. However, the first case may be a valid description if one assumes that the ULDM species only make up some portion of the total DM energy density [87]. For each analysis, we take the ULDM halo to follow the Einasto profile given by Eq. (II.3). Both the Einasto and Burkert profiles give overall better fits than the DC14 and NFW profiles, for the galaxies analyzed. We choose to use the Einasto profile instead of the Burkert profile due to its ability to fit simulated halos of CDM [8]. Finally, for each of these cases, we take the ULDM mass to be: a free parameter in the fitting procedure; and fixed by scanning over particular values.

We analyze the profile of solitons composed of a single species and multiple species of ULDM. Solitons composed of a single species have the density profile as given in [64, 80, 85, 87]

$$\rho_{\text{sol}}(r) \approx \frac{\rho_c}{\left(1 + 0.091 \left(\frac{r}{r_c}\right)^2\right)^8}, \quad \text{(II.9)}$$

where

$$\rho_c \approx 7 \times 10^9 \left(\frac{M_{\text{sol}}}{10^9 M_\odot}\right)^4 \left(\frac{m}{m_{22}}\right)^6 \frac{M_\odot}{\text{kpc}^3}, \quad \text{(II.10)}$$

and

$$r_c \approx 0.228 \left(\frac{M_{\text{sol}}}{10^9 M_\odot}\right)^{-1} \left(\frac{m}{m_{22}}\right)^{-2} \text{kpc}, \quad \text{(II.11)}$$

with $m$ the mass of the ULDM, $M_{\text{sol}}$ the total mass of the soliton, and $m_{22} = 10^{-22}$ eV. Solitons composed of multiple species of ULDM have density profiles that can be approximated as a sum of the density profiles of single species structures [85]. In this analysis, we focus on two flavor models which result in a density profile given by,

$$\rho_{\text{sol}}(r) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{2} \rho_{\text{sol},i}(r), \quad \text{(II.12)}$$

where each of the $\rho_{\text{sol},i}$ is given by Eq. (II.9) and each species can have a different mass $m_i$.

Eq. (II.9) is valid up to $r \sim 3 r_c$ [64]. For the case in which we take the soliton profile to be matched to the halo profile, we take the transition radius to be $r_t = 3 r_c$. For the single flavored model, the total galactic DM density profile is given by,

$$\rho_{\text{Single}}(r) = \begin{cases} \rho_{\text{sol}}(r) & \text{if } r \leq 3 r_c, \\ \rho_{\text{halo}}(r) & \text{if } r \geq 3 r_c, \end{cases} \quad \text{(II.13)}$$

where $\rho_{\text{sol}}$ is given by Eq. (II.9) and we take $\rho_{\text{halo}}(r)$ to be given by the Einasto profile (Eq. (II.3)). For the double flavored model, the total galactic DM density profile is given by,

$$\rho_{\text{Double}}(r) = \begin{cases} \rho_{\text{sol},1}(r) + \rho_{\text{sol},2}(r) & \text{if } r \leq 3 r_{c,1} \\ \rho_{\text{halo},1}(r) + \rho_{\text{sol},2}(r) & \text{if } 3 r_{c,1} \leq r \leq 3 r_{c,2} \\ \rho_{\text{halo},1}(r) + \rho_{\text{halo},2}(r) & \text{if } r \geq 3 r_{c,2}. \end{cases} \quad \text{(II.14)}$$

We note that there have been no simulations analyzing the collapse of ULDM halos composed of multiple species. In this case, it is not clear whether the double flavor ULDM structures can be modeled as two solitons each matched to a halo. However, we choose to extrapolate the results of the single flavor ULDM simulations to double flavor models.
The results of this study can then be compared to any future simulation analyses for double flavor models. The relation

$$\rho_{\text{sol},i}(3r_{c,i}) = \rho_{\text{halo},i}(3r_{c,i}),$$

allows one free parameter to be fixed for the single flavor model and two for the double flavor model. For the single flavor model, we choose the Einasto halo profile variable $\alpha$ to be fixed, while for the double flavor model we choose each of the Einasto halo profile variables $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ to be fixed. We choose to solve for $\alpha$ from Eq. (II.15) since it can be solved analytically and we can use the same halo profile variables when assuming just CDM models (i.e. $c_{200}$ and $V_{200}$).

For the case in which the soliton and halo profiles are summed together, we take the soliton profile to be valid for all $r$, as for $r > 3r_c$, the eighth power in the denominator causes the density profile to fall off rapidly. For the single flavored model, the total galactic DM density profile is given by,

$$\rho_{\text{Single}}(r) = \rho_{\text{sol}}(r) + \rho_{\text{halo}}(r).$$

For the double flavored model, the total galactic DM density profile is given by,

$$\rho_{\text{Double}}(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} [\rho_{\text{sol},i}(r) + \rho_{\text{halo},i}(r)].$$

It has been shown from simulations of collapsing halos consisting of a single species of ULDM that the core mass and halo mass follow a scaling relation given by [65, 80],

$$M_{\text{sol}} \approx 1.4 \times 10^9 \left( \frac{m}{m_{22}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{M_{\text{halo}}}{10^{12}M_\odot} \right)^{1/3} M_\odot,$$

for halo masses, $M_{\text{halo}}$, greater than some minimal mass given by [80],

$$M_{\text{halo,min}} \sim 5.2 \times 10^7 \left( \frac{m}{m_{22}} \right)^{-3/2} M_\odot.$$

We do not impose this relation, rather we check that the constraint is satisfied after performing fits. As discussed above, it is unclear whether ULDM halos composed of multiple species will collapse to have the same structure as those composed of single flavor models. In this case, the SH relation may not even hold for double flavor models.

### III. ROTATION CURVES

The SPARC catalog [7] gives, at a given radius from the center of a galaxy, the total observed rotation velocity $V_{\text{obs}}$, the gas contribution to the rotation velocity $V_{\text{gas}}$, and the disk and bulge contributions to the rotation velocity, $V_{\text{disk}}$ and $V_{\text{bulge}}$, assuming a stellar mass-to-light ratio $\Upsilon_\ast = 1M_\odot/L_\odot$. The contribution of baryonic matter to the total rotation velocity can then be defined as,

$$V_{\text{bar}}(r) \equiv \sqrt{|V_{\text{gas}}(r)| V_{\text{gas}}(r) + \Upsilon_d |V_{\text{disk}}(r)| V_{\text{disk}}(r) + \Upsilon_b |V_{\text{bulge}}(r)| V_{\text{bulge}}(r)},$$

where $\Upsilon_d = \Upsilon_d \Upsilon_\ast$ and $\Upsilon_b = \Upsilon_b \Upsilon_\ast$ are the stellar mass-to-light ratios of the disk and bulge. In [7], the effect of choosing different values for $\Upsilon$ are explored, where the chosen values for the disk and bulge components are $\Upsilon_b = 1.4 \Upsilon_d$. In our fitting procedure, we take both $\Upsilon_d$ and $\Upsilon_b$ as free parameters. From certain stellar synthesis models [19], the distribution of mass-to-light ratios of the disk and bulge are expected to peak at $\Upsilon_d = 0.5$ and $\Upsilon_b = 0.7$ for surface photometry at 3.6 $\mu$m. In our fits, we take both mass-to-light ratios as free parameters, and check that the resulting distributions peak around the same values.

Assuming spherical symmetry of the DM halo, the DM contribution to the galactic rotation velocity at some distance $r$ from the center of the galaxy is defined as,

$$V_{\text{DM}}(r) \equiv \frac{4\pi \int_0^r dr' (r')^2 \rho_{\text{DM}}(r')}{M^2_P r}.$$
The total observed rotation velocity at a given radius can then be defined as,

\[ V_{\text{obs}}(r) \equiv \sqrt{V_{\text{DM}}(r)^2 + V_{\text{bar}}(r)^2}. \]  

(III.3)

We use LMFIT: Non-Linear Least-Square Minimization and Curve-Fitting for Python [109] to find the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) by minimization of the chi-square function and Uncertainties [110] to handle the error calculations. The chi-square function minimized is given by,

\[ \chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{\sqrt{N}} \left( \frac{V_{\text{model}}(r_i, \bar{p}) - V_i}{\sigma_i} \right)^2. \]  

(III.4)

Here, \( V_i \) is the measured total circular velocity and \( \sigma_i \) is the error in the measured total circular velocity at the radius \( r_i \), while \( V_{\text{model}}(r_i, \bar{p}) \) is the modeled circular velocity for the parameter set \( \bar{p} \). We test the significance of each model compared to each other model using the BIC statistic given by [28, 111, 112],

\[ \text{BIC} \equiv -2 \ln(L_{\text{MLE}}) + k \ln N, \]  

(III.5)

where \( k \) is the number of parameters in the model and \( N \) is the number of data points. We take \( L_{\text{MLE}} \sim \exp(-\chi^2_{\text{MLE}}/2) \) where \( \chi^2_{\text{MLE}} \) is given by Eq. (III.4) with \( \bar{p}_{\text{MLE}} \) the parameter set which gives the MLE. We find the difference in the BIC statistic between models, \( \Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}_{\text{model1}} - \text{BIC}_{\text{model2}} \), and use Jeffreys’ scale [113] to test significance, where \( 2 < |\Delta \text{BIC}| \leq 6 \) denotes mild evidence, \( 6 < |\Delta \text{BIC}| \leq 10 \) denotes strong evidence, and \( 10 < |\Delta \text{BIC}| \) shows decisive evidence for model 1 (negative \( \Delta \text{BIC} \) values) or model 2 (positive \( \Delta \text{BIC} \) values). For \( |\Delta \text{BIC}| \leq 2 \), neither model is preferred.

We choose to compare the BIC statistic as well as the reduced chi-square statistic given by,

\[ \chi^2_{\nu} = \chi^2 / (N - k) \]  

(III.6)

where \( \chi^2 \) is given by Eq. (III.4). The reduced chi-square tends to treat models similarly when the total number of data points is large compared to the number of model parameters. However, the BIC statistic tends to be more conservative due to its stricter penalization of models with more parameters. Therefore, by comparing both the reduced chi-square and BIC for each model analyzed, we can potentially infer if the ULDM models with more parameters are significantly better fitting models than the CDM models with less parameters.

For each of the CDM and ULDM models we perform MLEs assuming uniform priors on all parameters. We also analyze other prior cases to test which galaxies or models are affected. We constrain any parameters that are constrained from physical arguments. For the DC14 model, we constrain the free parameter \( V_{200} \) such that \( V_{200,\text{min}} \leq V_{200} \) where \( V_{200,\text{min}} \) is found from the constraint that \( \log_{10}(M_\odot / M_{\text{halo}}) < -1.3 \). For the ULDM models in which the soliton and halo profiles are matched, we take \( \alpha \) for the single flavor model and \( \alpha_1 \) as well as \( \alpha_2 \) for the double flavor model to be fixed from Eq. (II.15).

For the analysis case in which we assume uniform priors on all parameters, we perform the fits constraining the free parameters as \( 1 \leq c_{200} \leq 100, 1 \leq V_{200} / [\text{km s}^{-1}] \leq 1000, 0.01 \leq \bar{\Upsilon}_4 \leq 5 \) and \( 0.01 \leq \bar{\Upsilon}_5 \leq 5 \), all of which have been taken in previous studies. For the Einasto model, we take \( \alpha \) to be unconstrained. We find that we get similar results when taking the constraints \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \leq \alpha \leq 5 \). However, we leave the value of \( \alpha \) unconstrained in order to allow more values for the ULDM models in which the soliton is matched to the halo. For the ULDM models, we take \( 10^{9.5} \leq M_{\text{sol}} / [M_\odot] \leq 10^{12} \). When assuming the particle mass is free to vary in the fitting procedure, we take the particle masses within the range \( 10^{-3} m_{22} \leq m_i \leq 10^3 m_{22} \). We take the same range for one of the particle masses for the case in which the particle masses are treated as fixed parameters. We fix the other particle mass to \( m = 10^{1.5} m_{22} \), as we find that approximately around this particle mass, we obtain the best results. After scanning this range, we find that only an small subset of masses produce reasonable fits for the ULDM models in which the soliton and halo are matched. Therefore, for these models, we perform a more detailed scan in the mass range \( m_{22} \leq m \leq 10^2 m_{22} \), while fixing the other mass to be \( m = 10^{1.5} m_{22} \). We include a summary of all parameter ranges for all models tested in Table I.

For all analyses, we check that the CMR [8, 114] is reproduced, that the resulting stellar and halo masses fit the AMR [16, 17], that the baryonic mass and maximum circular velocity fit the BTFR [18], that the distribution of mass-to-light ratios is consistent with stellar synthesis models [19], and that the gravitational acceleration due to baryons and that due to DM fit the gravitational RAR of [20]. Each of these are described in more detail in App. A. For the ULDM models, we also check that the SH relation (Eq. (II.18)) is reproduced.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Burkert</th>
<th>DC14</th>
<th>Einasto</th>
<th>NFW</th>
<th>SS(1)</th>
<th>SM(1)</th>
<th>DS(1)</th>
<th>DM(1)</th>
<th>SS(2)</th>
<th>SM(2)</th>
<th>DS(2)</th>
<th>DM(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_{200,1}$</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{200,2}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[1, 100]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{200,1}$ [km s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td>$V_{m}$, 1000</td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{200,2}$ [km s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1, 1000]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_d$</td>
<td>[0.01, 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.01, 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.01, 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_b$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(−∞, ∞)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(−∞, ∞)</td>
<td>(−∞, ∞)</td>
<td>αM</td>
<td>(−∞, ∞)</td>
<td>αM</td>
<td>αM</td>
<td>αM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_1$ [$m_{22}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[10$^{-3}$, 10$^3$]</td>
<td>[10$^{-3}$, 10$^3$]</td>
<td>[1, 10$^2$]</td>
<td>10$^{1.5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_2$ [$m_{22}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[10$^{-3}$, 10$^4$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[10$^{-3}$, 10$^4$]</td>
<td>[1, 10$^2$]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\odot}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$10^{4.5}$, $10^{12}$</td>
<td>$10^{4.5}$, $10^{12}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$10^{4.5}$, $10^{12}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Burkert</th>
<th>DC14</th>
<th>Einasto</th>
<th>NFW</th>
<th>SS(1)</th>
<th>SM(1)</th>
<th>DS(1)</th>
<th>DM(1)</th>
<th>SS(2)</th>
<th>SM(2)</th>
<th>DS(2)</th>
<th>DM(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TABLE I. Parameter ranges for each of the models tested.** Column 1 holds all of the necessary parameters, columns 2-5 hold all of the CDM models tested, and columns 6-13 hold all of the ULDM models tested. For the ULDM models: SS corresponds to the single flavor and DS to the double flavor, summed models; SM corresponds to the single flavor, and DM to the double flavor, matched models; models with (1) correspond to the analysis in which the particle masses are free to vary in the fitting procedure; models with (2) correspond to the analysis in which the particle masses are fixed. For the DC14 model, $V_{m}$ corresponds to the minimum virial velocity found from \( \log_{10} \left( M_{\ast}/M_{\text{halo}} \right) < -1.3 \). For the ULDM matched models, $\alpha_{M}$ corresponds to the value of alpha fixed from Eq. (II.15). For the ULDM models with (2), the values for $m_1$ and $m_2$ are fixed and the ranges quoted are scanned over during the fitting procedure.

### IV. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES

We now discuss how our analysis compares to previous studies. First, we extend the results of [64, 77, 80–82, 86–89, 114] by scanning over possible particles masses for double flavor ULDM models. While the authors of [85] do consider multiple flavored models. However, for most of the galaxies analyzed, they perform fits assuming that each galactic structure is composed of a single species of ULDM, while each galactic structure could potentially be composed of a different ULDM species. They do, however, consider the MW to contain two solitonic...
structures composed of different ULDM species. We extend the results of this analysis by fitting more galaxies in the SPARC catalog to double flavor ULDM models, in which each galaxy is assumed to be composed of two solitonic structures made up of different ULDM species. We also, in addition to treating each mass as a free parameter in the fitting procedure, scan over possible particle masses for each galaxy. In the next section, we further discuss the implications of treating each galactic structure as being composed of two species of ULDM. We note that our results may have been significantly different if we were to assume that each galaxy could be composed of either a single species or multiple species of ULDM and we leave an analysis of this sort for future work.

As opposed to some of the publications cited in this section, we do not assume that the SH relation is satisfied. Rather we check that this relation is satisfied after performing fits. Our reasoning is that the SH relation may be too restrictive, especially for some of the particle masses analyzed as well as for the double flavor models. We also choose to model the ULDM halo profile with the Einasto profile rather than the NFW or Burkert models. This is due, in part, to the fact that we find the Burkert and Einasto profiles to be the best performing CDM profiles analyzed in regards to the SPARC galaxies considered. The Einasto profile has also been shown to produce good fits to simulated halos of CDM over a large range of masses [8].

We extend the results of the studies cited in this section by analyzing both the reduced chi-square and BIC statistic of the resulting fits. While the reduced chi-square can be utilized to compare the ULDM and CDM models, the BIC statistic has a more conservative penalization of models with more parameters, and therefore penalizes the ULDM models (especially the double flavor models). We also extend previous studies by showing how the total sums of the reduced chi-square values over all galaxies analyzed depend on the ULDM masses scanned. Finally, we show the resulting differences of the BIC statistics between the Einasto and ULDM models for the best fit particle masses found.

V. RESULTS

Here, we show some of the results for the ULDM models while more results for the ULDM and CDM models can be found in App. [3]. We show the results for ninety three galaxies in the SPARC catalog that have inclinations greater than 30\(^\circ\), a measured value for the maximum circular velocity, \(V_f\), in the SPARC catalog data, and have a quality flag that is not equal to three. These galaxies also have a total number of circular velocity measurements greater than eleven (for galaxies without bulge components) or twelve (for galaxies with bulge components), which is the number of parameters in the double flavor, summed model.

We start with the comparison of the ULDM models to the CDM models. We perform MLEs for the ULDM case in which particle mass is treated as a free parameter (ULDM models with (1) in Table I) and show results for the ULDM models using the Einasto profile as the halo profile. We compare this model to the Einasto only model as we find this and the Burkert model to perform better than the other CDM models analyzed (see App. [2b] for results). We choose to compare the ULDM models to the Einasto model due to the theoretical justification from [8].

Fig. 1 shows the difference in the BIC statistic between the Einasto model and each of the ULDM models (\(\Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}_{\text{Einasto}} - \text{BIC}_{\text{ULDM}}\)) vs. the particle mass. We also show the lines of \(\Delta \text{BIC} = 0\), \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 2\), \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 6\), and \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 10\) as the black dashed, blue, red, and green lines. The fraction of galaxies that fall within a particular range for \(\Delta \text{BIC}\) is shown in the inset, where the Einasto model is always taken first in the difference. The points are shaded corresponding to the approximate probability density, with darker points corresponding to denser regions.

The top left panel of Fig. 1 shows \(\Delta \text{BIC}\) for the single flavored ULDM model in which the ULDM soliton and halo are summed together (SS(1) model). The largest fraction of galaxies (35\%) shows a mild preference for the Einasto model, while the next largest fraction (30\%) falls in the range of strong evidence in favor of the Einasto model. Therefore, well over half of the galaxies analyzed show a preference for the Einasto model. The next largest fraction (17\%) falls in the range of decisive evidence for the SS(1) model, with the next largest fraction (10\%) falling in the range of no preference for either model. This suggests that the Einasto model is, in general, a better fitting model than the SS(1) model when taking into account the penalization of more model parameters.

The middle and bottom panels (left column) of Fig. 1 show the double flavor model for which the soliton and halo are summed (DS(1) model), with the middle panel corresponding to \(m_1\), and the bottom panel corresponding to \(m_1/m_2\). For this model, we obtain a large fraction (60\%) of the galaxies showing decisive evidence for the Einasto model, while a total of (72\%) of galaxies show some preference to decisive evidence for the Einasto model. A little less than a quarter of the galaxies (24\%) show decisive evidence for the DS(1) model. Both summed models, then, result in the most galaxies showing some preference to decisive evidence for the Einasto model, when more model parameters are penalized.

The right column of Fig. 1 shows the single and double flavor models for which the soliton and halo are matched (SM(1) and DM(1) models). The SM(1) model performs better in some respects and worse in others than its summed
counterpart (SS(1)), however the DM(1) model performs better overall than its summed counterpart (DS(1)). This brings into question how the matched models would perform compared to the summed models if the matching relation (Eq. (II.15)) were relaxed, and we discuss this later.

Comparing the SM(1) model to the Einasto model, the largest fraction of galaxies (57%) falls in the range of mild preference for the Einasto model, with the next largest fractions (14%) being equal and with one showing decisive evidence for the SM(1) model and the other showing decisive evidence for the Einasto model. Comparing the DM(1) model to the Einasto model, a little over half of the galaxies (53%) show decisive evidence for the Einasto model, and a quarter of the galaxies (25%) show decisive evidence for the DM(1) model. The next largest fraction (12%) shows strong evidence for the Einasto model.

It is interesting to point out here that even though we let the particle masses vary in the range $10^{-3} m_{22} \leq m \leq 10^6 m_{22}$, for the matched models almost all galaxy fits prefer particle masses within the bounds of $10^{-1} m_{22} \leq m \leq 10^2$. We explore this range of masses in more detail when we fix the particle masses in the fitting procedure. Also, for the double flavored models, almost all galaxy fits prefer particle mass ratios in the range $10^{-2} \leq m_{1}/m_{2} \leq 10$, with most galaxies showing a preference for approximately equal particle masses. In our fitting procedure for the double flavor models, we take the initial guess for both of the soliton and particle masses to be equal. The fact that the best fit parameters for both the particle masses happen to be approximately equal for many galaxies suggest that the choice of particle mass has little effect on the maximum likelihood estimates. This is a reasonable suggestion, as the presence of the soliton will effect only the innermost regions, on the order of a kpc or less, where many galaxies have less data points. We discuss this further when we discuss the error estimates for the best fit parameters.

We now turn to the reduced chi-square statistic which does not penalize more model parameters as much as the BIC statistic. Fig. 2 shows the reduced chi-square for the Einasto model vs. the reduced chi-square for each of the ULDM models. The top left panel shows the SS(1) model, which has a significant number of galaxies giving reduced chi-square values for the Einasto model closer to one. The top right panel shows the SM(1) model, which has a tighter correlation with $\chi^2_{r,\text{Einasto}} = \chi^2_{r,\text{ULDM}}$ than its summed counterpart. The bottom left panel shows the DS(1) model, while the bottom right panel shows the DM(1) model. In both cases, many galaxies give reduced chi-square values for the Einasto model that are closer to one. For the matched model, many galaxies give reduced chi-square values greater than one, with some being significantly greater than one.

We now check the SH halo relation given by Eq. (II.18). We compare the fit result soliton mass, $M_{\text{sol}}$, obtained in each ULDM model to the soliton mass as given by the SH relation, denoted as $M_{\text{sol,SH}}$. For both the summed and matched models, the fit result soliton mass is the resulting best fit parameter. Fig. 3 shows the ratio (in log-10 space) between $M_{\text{sol}}$ and $M_{\text{sol,SH}}$ vs. particle mass. The top row shows the single flavored model with the summed model (SS(1)) along the left column and the matched model (SM(1)) along the right column while the middle and bottom row correspond to the double flavored models (DS(1) on the left and DM(1) on the right). The middle row corresponds to $m_{1}$, and the bottom row corresponds to $m_{1}/m_{2}$. The blue lines allow for letting the SH relation differ by a factor of two. The galaxies are marked with different markers depending on the error calculated in the fitting procedure, which we categorize as: (-) error measurements that are non-existent or larger than the best fit parameter; or (+) error measurements that are smaller than the best fit parameter. Black points have (+) for both the soliton and particle masses; red squares have (+) for the soliton mass and (-) for the particle mass; blue triangles have (-) for the soliton mass and (+) for the particle mass; and green x’s have (-) for both the soliton and particle masses.

For the summed models (left panel of Fig. 3), there does not seem to be any trend of galaxies following the SH relation, while for the double flavor models, we obtain poor error measurements for many of the galaxies. For the matched models (right panel), there is a tighter correlation with the SH relation, while the double flavor models again give many galaxies with poor error measurements. Building on the suggestion above in regards to the fitting procedure choosing approximately equal particle masses for the double flavor model, the fact that many galaxies give poor error estimates further confirms the suggestion that the MLEs are largely unaffected by changes in the soliton and particle masses.

Treating the particle mass as free in the fitting procedure suggests the lack of any preference for a particular range of particle masses, within the range of masses searched, for the summed models. However, for the DS(1) model, there is a significant preference for particle masses that are approximately equal. For the matched models, on the other hand, there does seem to be a preference for a range of particle masses $m_{22} \lesssim m \lesssim 10^2$. We, therefore, scan this mass range when we treat the particle masses as fixed parameters. As in the summed model, there also seems to be a preference for approximately equal masses for the DM(1) model.

We now discuss the ULDM models when the particle mass is fixed and scanned in the fitting procedure (ULDM models with (2) in Table I). Fig. 4 shows $f(\chi^2_{r}) = 1 - \sum \chi^2_{r,\text{ULDM}} / \sum \chi^2_{r,\text{Einasto}}$ vs. fixed particle mass, where the sum is taken over all galaxies analyzed. The single flavored models are shown on the top row with the summed model along the left column (SS(2)) and the matched model along the right column (SM(2)). The double flavored models are shown on the bottom row (DS(2) on the left and DM(2) on the right).

We find that the SS(2) model (top left panel of Fig. 4) differs from the Einasto model by at most approximately 25%
FIG. 1. Particle masses free - Analysis (1) in Table I Difference in the BIC statistics for Einasto and ULDM assuming the model: single flavor, profiles summed (SS(1)) (top left); single flavor, profiles matched (SM(1)) (top right); double flavor, profiles summed (DS(1)) (middle and bottom left); double flavor, profiles matched (DM(1)) (middle and bottom right). The middle panel corresponds to $m_1$, and the bottom panel to $m_1/m_2$. Black points correspond to each of the galaxies analyzed, the black dashed line corresponds to $\Delta \text{BIC}=0$, blue lines correspond to $|\Delta \text{BIC}|=2$, red lines to $|\Delta \text{BIC}|=6$, and green lines to $|\Delta \text{BIC}|=10$. Inset is the fraction of galaxies that fall within a given range for $\Delta \text{BIC}$ where the Einasto model is taken first in the difference. The points are shaded corresponding to the approximate probability density, with darker points corresponding to denser regions.
FIG. 2. **Particle masses free - Analysis (1)** in Table II. Reduced chi-square for the Einasto model vs. reduced chi-square for the ULDM models: SS(1) (top left); SM(1) (top right); DS(1) (bottom left); DM(1) (bottom right). The black dashed lines correspond to $\chi^2_{\text{Einasto}} = \chi^2_{\text{ULDM}}$ while the blue horizontal lines show where $\chi^2_{\text{Einasto}} = 1$ and the blue vertical lines show where $\chi^2_{\text{ULDM}} = 1$. The points are shaded corresponding to the approximate probability density, with darker points corresponding to denser regions.

and gives $f(\chi^2) > 0$ for all masses scanned. The SM(2) model, on the other hand, differs more for masses $m \lesssim 3 m_{22}$. All masses scanned in the range $6 m_{22} \lesssim m \lesssim 10^2 m_{22}$ give $f(\chi^2) > 0$. For both the SS(2) and SM(2) models, we find the best fit mass to be $m \approx 10^{1.5} m_{22}$. We then fix one of the particle masses to this particular particle mass when analyzing the double flavor models (DS(2) and DM(2)).

The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows the double flavor models for which one of the particle masses is fixed to $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$, and the other is scanned over a particular range (see Table II for ranges). The bottom left panel shows the DS(2) model which gives $f(\chi^2) > 0$ for all masses scanned. This model differs from the Einasto model by at most approximately 60% and by at least approximately 40%. The DM(2) model, on the other hand, differs from the Einasto model significantly for masses $m_2 \lesssim 10 m_{22}$. The DM(2) model gives $f(\chi^2) > 0$ for masses $11 m_{22} \lesssim m_2 \lesssim 10^2 m_{22}$, and gives the best results for masses $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$ and $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$. Later, we show some results assuming these fixed masses.

The results discussed above are obtained with no dependence on the SH relation. We now show how the results compare to this relation given by Eq. (11.18). As in the analysis case for which the particle mass was free to vary in the fitting procedure, we compare the fit result soliton mass, $M_{\text{sol}}$, to the soliton mass as given by the SH relation, $M_{\text{sol,SH}}$. Fig. 3 shows the ratio (in log-10 space) of $M_{\text{sol}}$ to $M_{\text{sol,SH}}$ vs. the particle mass for the top and bottom rows. Black points (x’s) correspond to the mean (median) value of $\log_{10}(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}})$. The middle row shows the distribution of $\log_{10}(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}})$ for the fixed particle mass $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$ for the double flavor model. The number of samples corresponds to the number of galaxies analyzed for each possible $m_1$, $m_2$ pair, with $m_2$ varied along the same range.
FIG. 3. Particle masses free - Analysis (1) in Table I. \( \log_{10} \left( \frac{M_{\text{sol}}}{M_{\text{sol},\text{SH}}} \right) \) vs. \( \log_{10} m \) where \( M_{\text{sol},\text{SH}} \) refers to the soliton mass assuming the SH relation given by Eq. (II.18) for the assumed models: SS(1) (top left); SM(1) (top right); DS(1) (middle and bottom left) and DM(1) (middle and bottom right) with the middle row corresponding to \( m_1 \) and the bottom to \( m_1/m_2 \). We plot each galaxy with a given marker depending on the error measurements for the particle and soliton masses. The error calculated can either be: (-) non-existent or larger than the best fit parameter; or (+) smaller than the best fit parameter. Black points corresponds to galaxies with (+) for both the soliton and particle mass; red squares correspond to galaxies with (+) for the soliton mass and (-) for the particle mass; blue triangles correspond to galaxies with (-) for the soliton mass and (+) for the particle mass; green x’s correspond to galaxies with (-) for both the soliton and particle masses.
as in the single flavored model. The top row shows the single flavored models, with the SS(2) model on the left and SM(2) model on the right. The SS(2) model gives both the mean and median outside of the SH relation range for almost all particle masses scanned, while the SM(2) model results in almost all masses scanned giving the mean and median values falling within the SH relation range. We see the same sort of behavior for double flavor models.

Finally, we fix the particle masses to $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$ for all ULDM models and $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$ for the double flavor models and vary all the rest of the parameters as in analysis (2) in Table I. Fig. 6 shows $\Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}_{\text{Einasto}} - \text{BIC}_{\text{ULDM}}$ for the SS (top left), SM (top right), DS (bottom left), and DM (bottom right) models. Comparing this to Fig. 1, one can see that all models besides the DS model perform better when the masses are fixed in this way rather than being allowed to vary in the fitting procedure, with the matched models performing significantly better.

We can also compare the reduced chi-square results to those for which the particle mass is allowed to vary in the fitting procedure (Fig. 2). Fig. 7 shows the reduced chi-square for the Einasto model vs. the reduced chi-square for the ULDM models, again fixing the particle masses to $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$ and $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$. Both the SS (top left) and SM (top right) models have most galaxies tightly correlated with $\chi^2_{\text{ULDM}} = \chi^2_{\text{Einasto}}$, with the matched model giving a handful of galaxies that result in a reduced chi-square closer to one than the Einasto model. The DS (bottom left) model performs a bit better than the case in which the particle masses are allowed to vary, with more galaxies giving a reduced chi-square closer to one than the Einasto model. The DM (bottom right) model performs significantly better than the case in which the particle masses are allowed to vary, with most galaxies that gave significantly large reduced chi-squares now giving reduced chi-squares closer to one.

Finally, we show how the resulting soliton masses compare to the SH relation in Fig. 8 when the particle masses are
FIG. 5. Particle masses fixed and scanned - Analysis (2) in Table I $\log_{10}(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}})$ vs. $\log_{10}m$ (top and bottom panels) where $M_{\text{sol,SH}}$ refers to the soliton mass assuming the SH relation given by Eq. (II.18). The top row corresponds to the SS(2) (left) and SM(2) (right) models. The middle and bottom rows correspond to the DS(2) (left) and DM(2) (right) models. The middle row corresponds to the particle mass fixed at $m = 10^{1.5}m_{22}$ and shows the histogram of $\log_{10}(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}})$ for this particular mass. The bottom row corresponds to the particle mass that is varied in the double flavor models. For the top and bottom rows, the black points(x's) correspond to the mean(median) value of $\log_{10}(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}})$. 
FIG. 6. **Particle masses fixed** ($m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$, $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$): Difference in the BIC statistics for Einasto and ULDM assuming the model: SS (top left); SM (top right); DS (bottom left); DM (bottom right). The black dashed line corresponds to $\Delta \text{BIC} = 0$, blue lines correspond to $|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 2$, red lines to $|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 6$, and green lines to $|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 10$. Inset is the fraction of galaxies that fall within a given range for $\Delta \text{BIC}$ where the Einasto model is taken first in the difference.

fixed to $m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$ and $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$. These results can be compared to the case in which the particle mass is allowed to vary (Fig. 3) and the case in which the particle masses are fixed, but scanned in the fitting procedure (Fig. 5). The points are marked in the same way as in Fig. 3 When the particle masses are fixed in this way, we find that again the summed models have a larger variance with respect the SH relation compared to the matched model, while we again find many galaxies giving poor error measurements for the double flavor summed model. On the other hand, the double flavor matched model gives significantly more galaxies with reasonable error measurements calculated in the fitting procedure (compared to the DM(1) analysis). This suggests that when the particle masses are fixed in this way, the MLEs have a larger dependence on the soliton mass.

We refer the reader to App. B for many more results. We include the comparisons with other empirical relations (i.e. the CMR, BTFR, AMR, and gravitational RAR), statistical and parameter distributions for all models analyzed, and various rotation curves. We also note that some galaxies exhibit a strong degeneracy in the best fit values for $\tilde{Y}_d$. In this case, it is possible for the fitting routine to choose best fit values for $\tilde{Y}_d$ that are at the minimum or maximum values.
VI. CONCLUSION

We compared single and double flavor ultralight dark matter (ULDM) models of galactic dark matter to each other and to commonly used CDM models. We fit these models to the measured galactic circular velocities of galaxies in the SPARC catalog, and compare models using the reduced chi-square and BIC statistics. We analyzed cases for which the particle masses in the ULDM models are free to vary, and for which the particle masses are fixed in the fitting procedure. For each of these analyses, we perform fits for ULDM models in which the soliton and halo are summed together; and for ULDM models in which the soliton and halo are matched.

When the particle mass was free in the fitting procedure, we found that there is a negligible preference for any particular range of particle masses, within $10^{-25} \text{eV} \leq m \leq 10^{-19} \text{eV}$, when assuming the summed models. For the matched models, however, we found that almost all galaxies prefer particles masses in the range $10^{-21} \text{eV} \lesssim m \lesssim 10^{-20} \text{eV}$. For both double flavor models (summed and matched) we found that most galaxies prefer approximately equal particle masses. We also found that many galaxies tend to fall outside the range of the soliton-halo (SH) relation for all models analyzed. For all analyses, the summed models gave much larger variances with respect to the SH relation than the matched models.
FIG. 8. Particle masses fixed \((m_1 = 10^{1.5}m_{22}, m_2 = 10^{1.8}m_{22})\): \(M_{\text{sol}}/M_{\text{sol,SH}}\) where \(M_{\text{sol,SH}}\) refers to the soliton mass assuming the soliton halo relation given by Eq. (II.18). The top row corresponds to the SS (left) and SM (right) models. The middle and bottom rows correspond to the DS (left) and DM (right) models. The top and middle row corresponds to the particle mass fixed at \(m = 10^{1.5}m_{22}\), and the bottom row to the particle mass fixed at \(m = 10^{1.8}m_{22}\). The points are marked in the same way as in Fig. 3.

When the particle masses were fixed in the fitting procedure, we found that both single flavor models gave a maximum in \(f(\chi^2_{\nu}) = 1 - \sum \chi^2_{\nu,\text{ULDM}} / \sum \chi^2_{\nu,\text{Einasto}}\), where the sum is taken over all galaxies, for the particle mass \(m = 10^{1.5}m_{22}\). The single flavor, summed model gave \(f(\chi^2_{\nu}) > 0\) for all masses scanned, while the single flavor, matched model gave \(f(\chi^2_{\nu}) > 0\) for all masses scanned in the range \(6m_{22} \lesssim m \lesssim 10^2m_{22}\). For the double flavor models, we fixed one of the particle masses to the best fit particle mass \(m_1 = 10^{1.5}m_{22}\). The double flavor, summed model gave \(f(\chi^2_{\nu}) > 0\) for all masses scanned, while the double flavor, matched model gave \(f(\chi^2_{\nu}) > 0\) for masses \(11m_{22} \lesssim m_2 \lesssim 10^2m_{22}\). The double flavor, matched model gave the best fit results for masses \(m_1 = 10^{1.5}m_{22}\) and...
The results shown in this study were based on different assumptions that can be changed. First, it is important to note that one can treat the point at which the soliton and halo are matched as a free parameter. It is also possible to take into account the fact that some galaxies may be better fit by a single flavor, and some to a double flavored model, while each galaxy could have differing radii at which the soliton and halo are matched. Finally, one can also fit each galaxy based on the fit parameters of the last galaxies, a problem that can be handled particularly well using reinforcement learning. In this case, one may find a set of parameters that better fit more galaxies on average. These possibilities result in a complex map of ULDM halos dependent on the abundance of the ULDM species and the collapse history of the ULDM halo. We discuss these possibilities in a future study in which we utilize a reinforcement learning algorithm to take into account the complex map of possibilities and infer the possible ULDM abundances present today.
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\[ m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}. \] As in the analysis case for which the particle masses were free to vary in the fitting procedure, many galaxies fell outside the range of the SH relation. However, the mean and median value for all galaxies analyzed tended to follow the SH relation assuming the matched models for almost all masses scanned.
Appendix A: Relations

For all analyses, we check that the distribution of mass-to-light ratios is consistent with stellar synthesis models \[19\], that the resulting stellar and halo masses fit the abundance matching relation (AMR) \[16, 17\], that the baryonic mass and maximum circular velocity fit the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR) \[18\], that the gravitational acceleration due to baryons and that due to DM fit the gravitational radial acceleration relation (RAR) of \[20\], and that the concentration mass relation (CMR) \[8, 15\] is reproduced. For the ULDM models, we also check that the soliton-halo (SH) relation (Eq. (II.18)) is reproduced.

The RAR of \[20\] is given by,
\[
g_{\text{tot}}(r) = g_{\text{bar}} \left( 1 - e^{-\sqrt{g_{\text{bar}}(r)/g_\dagger}} \right)^{-1},
\]
where \(g_{\text{tot}}\) is the total gravitational acceleration and \(g_{\text{bar}}\) is that due to baryons at a given radial distance \(r\) and \(g_\dagger\) was fit to be \(g_\dagger = 1.2 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2\).

The concentration mass relation of \[15\] is given by,
\[
\log_{10} c_{200} = 0.905 - 0.101 \log_{10} \left( \frac{M_{200}}{10^{12} h^{-1} \text{M}_\odot} \right),
\]
with a scatter of 0.11 dex. The concentration mass relation of \[8\] is given by,
\[
c_{200} = \sum_{i=0}^{5} c_i \ln \left( \frac{M_{200}}{h^{-1} \text{M}_\odot} \right),
\]
where \(c_i = [27.112, -0.381, -1.853 \times 10^{-3}, -4.141 \times 10^{-4}, -4.334 \times 10^{-6}, 3.208 \times 10^{-7}]\) for \(i \in \{0, 5\}\).

The baryonic Tully-Fisher relation of \[18\] is given by,
\[
\log_{10} \left( \frac{M_b}{\text{M}_\odot} \right) = s \log_{10} \left( \frac{V_f}{\text{km/s}} \right) + \log_{10} A,
\]
where \(M_b\) is the baryonic mass, \(V_f\) is the maximum circular velocity, and the fit parameters were found to be \(s = 3.71 \pm 0.08\) and \(\log_{10} A = 2.27 \pm 0.18\).

Finally, the abundance matching relation between stellar and DM masses is given by \[16, 17\],
\[
\frac{M_*}{M_{200}} = 2N \left[ \left( \frac{M_{200}}{M_1 \text{M}_\odot} \right)^{-\beta} + \left( \frac{M_{200}}{M_1 \text{M}_\odot} \right)^{-\gamma} \right]^{-1},
\]
where \(M_*\) is the total stellar mass, \(M_{200}\) is the DM halo mass, \(N = 0.0351\), \(\beta = 1.376\), \(\gamma = 0.608\), and \(\log_{10}(M_1) = 11.59\).

Appendix B: Results

Here, we show many more results including the single and ULDM models \[B1\] a comparison with previous studies \[B2a\] and results for the CDM models \[B2b\].

1. ULDM

We now show more results for which the particle masses are fixed to \(m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}\) and \(m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}\), which gave the best fitting results for the galaxies analyzed. For the main results see Sec. \[V\] (Figs. 6, 7, and 8):

- Fig. 9 shows the reduced chi-square values;
- Fig. 10 shows some of the parameter distributions. The 2nd from the bottom and bottom rows show the distributions of \(\Upsilon_d\) and \(\Upsilon_b\), respectively. Both distributions tend to peak near the lower boundary of 0.01;
- Fig. 11 shows rotation curves for the galaxies NGC5055 and NGC3109 for the summed models;
• Fig. 12 shows rotation curves for the galaxies NGC5055 and NGC3109 for the matched models;

• Fig. 13 shows the empirical relations analyzed (the gravitational RAR of [20], the CMR [8, 15], the BTFR [18], and the AMR [16, 17]). For the gravitation RAR, all ULDM models give a value of $g^*$ that is close to the MOND value. All models tend to give significant scatter around both CMR relations, around the BTFR relation, and around the AMR relation, with less scatter around the BTFR relation.

We also show more results for which the particle mass is free to vary in the fitting procedure. For the main results see Sec. V (Figs. 1, 2, and 3):

• Fig. 14 shows the reduced chi-square values;

• Fig. 15 shows some of the parameter distributions. The 2nd from the bottom and bottom rows show the distributions of $\tilde{Y}_d$ and $\tilde{Y}_b$, respectively. As in Fig. 10 both distributions tend to peak near the lower boundary of 0.01.

• Fig. 16 shows rotation curves for the galaxies NGC5055 and NGC3109 for the summed models;

• Fig. 17 shows rotation curves for the galaxies NGC5055 and NGC3109 for the matched models;

• Fig. 18 shows the empirical relations analyzed (the gravitational RAR of [20], the CMR [8, 15], the BTFR [18], and the AMR [16, 17]). As in Fig. 13 all ULDM models give a value of $g^*$ that is close to the MOND value. All models tend to give significant scatter around both CMR relations, around the BTFR relation, and around the AMR relation, with less scatter around the BTFR relation.
FIG. 9. **Particle masses fixed** \((m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}, m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22})\): Reduced chi-square \(\chi^2/\nu\) for the assumed models: single, summed (top, left); single, matched (top, right); double, summed (bottom, left); double, matched (bottom, right).

FIG. 10. **Particle masses fixed** \((m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}, m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22})\): Distributions for \(c_{200}\) (top row), \(V_{200}\) (2nd from top row), \(\bar{Y}_d\) (third from top row), and \(\bar{Y}_b\) (bottom row) for the single, summed (left column), single, matched (2nd column from the left), double, summed (3rd column from the left), and double, matched (right column) models.
FIG. 11. **Particle masses fixed** \( (m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}, m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}) \): Rotation curves for galaxies NGC5055 (top row) and NGC3109 (bottom row) for the assumed models: single, summed (left); double, summed (right).

FIG. 12. **Particle masses fixed** \( (m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}, m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}) \): Rotation curves for galaxies NGC5055 (top row) and NGC3109 (bottom row) for the assumed models: single, matched (left); double, matched (right).
FIG. 13. Particle masses fixed ($m_1 = 10^{1.5} m_{22}$, $m_2 = 10^{1.8} m_{22}$): Empirical relations for the single, summed (left column), single, matched (2nd column from the left), double, summed (3rd column from the left), and double, matched (right column) models. **Top row:** Gravitational RARs. Blue points correspond to Eq. (A.1) for the MOND value $g^\dagger = 1.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$, and orange points to Eq. (A.1) with the best fit $g^\dagger$. **2nd row from the top:** $\log_{10} c_{200}$ vs. $\log_{10} M_{200}$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.3) and black dashed lines to values calculated from Eq. (A.2). **3rd row from the top:** $\log_{10} M_{\text{baryons}}$ (i.e. $M_\ast + M_{\text{gas}}$) vs. $\log_{10} V_f$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.4). **Bottom row:** $\log_{10} M_\ast$ vs. $\log_{10} M_{200}$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.5). For the 2nd from the top, 3rd from the top and bottom rows, the points are marked the same as in Fig. 3.
FIG. 14. **Particle mass free:** Reduced chi-square $\chi^2/\nu$ for the assumed models: single, summed (top, left); single, matched (top, right); double, summed (bottom, left); double, matched (bottom, right).

FIG. 15. **Particle mass free:** Distributions for $c_{200}$ (top row), $V_{200}$ (2nd from top row), $\tilde{T}_{\delta}$ (third from top row), and $\tilde{T}_{\beta}$ (bottom row) for the single flavor summed (left column), single flavor matched (2nd column from the left), double flavor summed (3rd column from the left), and double flavor matched (right column) models.
FIG. 16. **Particle mass free**: Rotation curves for galaxies NGC5055 (top row) and NGC3109 (bottom row) for the assumed models: single, summed (left); double, summed (right).

FIG. 17. **Particle mass free**: Rotation curves for galaxies NGC5055 (top row) and NGC3109 (bottom row) for the assumed models: single, matched (left); double, matched (right).
FIG. 18. **Particle mass free**: Empirical relations for the single, summed (left column), single, matched (2nd column from the left), and double, matched (right column) models. **Top row**: Gravitational RARs. Blue points correspond to Eq. (A.1) for the MOND value $g^\dagger = \frac{9.2}{2} \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$, and orange points to Eq. (A.1) with the best fit $g^\dagger$. **2nd row from the top**: log$_{10} c_{200}$ vs. log$_{10} M_{200}$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.3) and black dashed lines to values calculated from Eq. (A.2). **3rd row from the top**: log$_{10} M_{\text{baryons}}$ (i.e. $M_\ast + M_{\text{gas}}$) vs. log$_{10} V_f$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.4). **Bottom row**: log$_{10} M_\ast$ vs. log$_{10} M_{200}$. Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq. (A.5). For the 2nd from the top, 3rd from the top and bottom rows, the points are marked the same as in Fig. 3.
2. CDM

a. Comparison with previous CDM studies

First, we discuss the reproduction of results from previous studies. Similarly to [26], we compare the NFW and DC14 profile fits for the SPARC galaxies. Here, we take only galaxies with inclinations greater than 30°, and we omit galaxies with quality flags equal to three. This leaves us with 149 galaxies analyzed, rather than the 147 galaxies analyzed in [26]. We compare our results to the flat prior analysis of [26], where the free parameters are constrained to the ranges $1 \leq c_{200} \leq 100$, $10 \leq V_{200} \leq 500$, $0.3 \leq \Upsilon_d \leq 0.8$, and $0.3 \leq \Upsilon_b \leq 0.8$. Finally, we also take the constraint $(M_\ast + M_{\text{gas}})/M_{\text{DM}} < 0.2$ as in [26]. With this analysis set up, we confirm that the DC14 profile better fits more galaxies analyzed. We are able to approximately reproduce Fig. 1 of [26] as well as the rotation curves of Figs. A1-A7 for the flat prior case. We obtain the median reduced chi-squared (Eq. III.4) for all galaxies to be $\chi^2_{\nu,NFW} \approx 1.55$ and $\chi^2_{\nu,DC14} \approx 0.85$. We also obtain the following fraction of galaxies, $f$, with $\Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}_{\text{NFW}} - \text{BIC}_{\text{DC14}}$: $f = 0.36$ for $\Delta \text{BIC} > 6$; $f = 0.13$ for $6 \geq \Delta \text{BIC} > 2$; $f = 0.28$ for $2 \geq \Delta \text{BIC} > -2$; $f = 0.05$ for $-2 \geq \Delta \text{BIC} > -6$; and $f = 0.17$ for $-6 \geq \Delta \text{BIC}$.

Next, we discuss the reproduction of results from [28]. Here, we analyze all 175 galaxies, take uniform priors, and constrain the ranges of parameters to be $1 \leq c_{200} \leq 1000$, $10 \leq V_{200} \leq 500$, $0.01 \leq \Upsilon_d \leq 5$, $0.01 \leq \Upsilon_b \leq 5$, and $5 \times 10^{-3} \leq \alpha \leq 5$. We are able to approximately reproduce Fig. 1 and the rotation curve plots for a handful of galaxies (for the Burkert, DC14, Einasto, and NFW profiles). However, we obtain differing results for the free parameters, especially the mass-to-light ratios (which we take to have uniform rather than log-normal priors). We also find that many galaxies have a strong degeneracy in the best fit the mass-to-light ratio, and that many values of the mass-to-light ratio can result in similar maximum likelihoods. This could also be a contributing factor to the differences in the best fit mass-to-light ratios obtained. Most importantly, we find that cored profiles (Burkert, DC14, and Einasto) better fit, in general, the SPARC catalog galaxies, while the Einasto profile tends to have the best fit values for the reduced chi-square.

Finally, we discuss the reproduction of the results from [6], in which, among others, the NFW and Einasto profile fits for the SPARC galaxies are compared. Here, we take only galaxies with a total number of measured circular velocities $N \geq 10$ and a quality flag less than three, leaving a total of 121 galaxies analyzed as in [6]. We take uniform priors and constrain the ranges of parameters to be $1 \leq c_{200} \leq 100$, $1 \leq V_{200} \leq 500$, $0.01 \leq \Upsilon_d \leq 5$, and $10^{-3} \leq \alpha \leq 10$. We also take $\Upsilon_b = 1.4 \Upsilon_d$ and minimize the chi-squared given by,

$$\chi^2 = \left( \frac{\Upsilon_d - \Upsilon_{\overline{d}}}{{\sigma}_{\Upsilon_d}} \right)^2 + \chi^2,$$

where $\chi^2$ is given by Eq. (III.4). With this analysis, we confirm that the Einasto profile gives a reduced chi-square closer to one than the NFW profile for many of the galaxies analyzed. We are able to approximately reproduce Figs. 1, 6, and 11 (for the Einasto and NFW profiles) of [6]. We find the mean and median reduced chi-squared for all galaxies analyzed to be $\chi^2_{\nu,NFW} = 1.44$, $\chi^2_{\nu,NFW} = 3.14$, $\chi^2_{\nu,Einasto} = 0.78$, and $\chi^2_{\nu,Einasto} = 1.69$.

b. Main CDM results

We begin with comparing the use of different priors for each of the CDM models. We perform maximum likelihood estimates for 120 galaxies in the SPARC catalog with inclinations greater than 30°, quality flags not equal to three, and nonzero SPARC measurements for the maximum circular velocity $V_f$. These galaxies also have a total number of circular velocity measurements greater than four (for galaxies without bulge components) or greater than five (for galaxies with bulge components), which is the total number of parameters for the Einasto model. The fits are performed for five different cases: (1) uniform priors on all parameters with the possible parameter ranges discussed previously; (2) case (1) with the change $0 < c_{200} < \infty$; (3) case (1) with the change $0 < V_{200} < \infty$; (4) case (1) with the change $0 < \Upsilon_d < \infty$; (5) case (1) with the change $0 < \Upsilon_b < \infty$.

Fig. 19 shows the distributions of the difference in the BIC statistics for each of the SPARC galaxies analyzed. Each of the prior cases (2)-(5) are compared to prior case (1) with the definition $\Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}_{(i)} - \text{BIC}_{(1)}$, where $i = 2$ corresponds to the top row, $i = 3$ to the 2nd row from the top, $i = 4$ to the third row from the top, and $i = 5$ to the bottom row. The Burkert model corresponds to the left column, the DC14 model to the 2nd column from the left, the Einasto model to the 3rd column from the left, and the NFW model to the right column. The DC14 model should be viewed differently from the other models for this particular test of different prior cases. This is due to the fact that one of the parameters in the DC14 model, $V_{200}$, is constrained from $\log_{10} (M_\ast/M_{\text{halo}}) < -1.3$. Therefore, for
FIG. 19. Distributions of the difference between BIC statistics for different priors cases. We check five different priors cases: (1) uniform priors and finite parameter ranges for all parameters; (2) case (1) with the change \(0 < c_{200} < \infty\); (3) case (1) with the change \(0 < V_{200} < \infty\); (4) case (1) with the change \(0 < \tilde{T}_d < \infty\); (5) case (1) with the change \(0 < \tilde{T}_b < \infty\). The difference between BIC statistics is given by \(\Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC}(1) - \text{BIC}(i)\), where \(i = 2\) corresponds to the top row, \(i = 3\) to the second row from the top, \(i = 4\) to the third row from the top, and \(i = 5\) to the bottom row. The Burkert model corresponds to the left column, the DC14 model to the second column from the left, the Einasto model to the third column from the left, and the NFW model to the right column.

Prior case (2), \(c_{200}\) is constrained to a finite parameter range due to the constraint on \(V_{200}\), and vice versa for prior case (3). Nonetheless, the DC14 model seems to have the strongest dependence on the parameter ranges chosen for \(c_{200}\) and \(\tilde{T}_d\) compared to the other models, while there are some outliers for the other models. We show the rotation curves for some example galaxies that give \(\Delta \text{BIC} > 6\) for each model in App. [9]

Now, we discuss how the different CDM models compare to each other assuming uniform priors and finite ranges for each free parameter. Fig. 20 shows the BIC for each model compared to the BIC for each other model. The Burkert model is compared to the DC14 model (top left), the Einasto model (top middle), and the NFW model (top right), the DC14 model is compared to the Einasto model (bottom left) and to the NFW model (bottom middle). Finally, the Einasto model is compared to the NFW model (bottom right). The lines for \(\Delta \text{BIC} = 0\), \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 2\), \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 6\), and \(|\Delta \text{BIC}| = 10\) are displayed as the black dashed, blue, red, and green lines. The fraction of galaxies
that fall within a particular range for $\Delta \text{BIC}$ is shown in the insets. Both the Burkert and Einasto models tend to perform better than the DC14 and NFW models. However, almost half of the galaxies analyzed show no preference for the either the Burkert or DC14 models. A significant portion of galaxies show mild evidence for the Burkert model over the Einasto model, while another significant portion shows decisive evidence for the Einasto model.

Finally, we show the resulting statistical and parameter distributions, example rotation curves, and empirical relations for the CDM models:

- **Fig. 21** shows the reduced chi-square values;
- **Fig. 22** shows the parameter distributions for each of the CDM models. The 2nd from the bottom and bottom rows show the distributions of $\tilde{T}_d$ and $\tilde{T}_b$, respectively. For each model, the $\tilde{T}_d$ distribution tends to peak near the lower boundary of 0.01, while for the Einasto and NFW models, the $\tilde{T}_b$ distribution also tends to peak near the lower boundary of 0.01. For the Burkert, the distribution of $\tilde{T}_b$ has equal numbers of galaxies showing preference for the lower boundary of 0.01 and $\approx 0.6$. For the DC14, the distribution of $\tilde{T}_b$ tends to peak around $\approx 0.6$;
- **Fig. 23** shows rotation curves for the galaxies NGC5055 and NGC3109 for each of the CDM models;
- **Fig. 24** shows example galaxies for which the degeneracy in the best fit $\tilde{T}_d$ is strong or weak.
- **Fig. 25** shows the empirical relations analyzed (the gravitational RAR of [20], the CMR [8, 15], the BTFR [18], and the AMR [16, 17]). As in Figs. 13 and 18, all models give a value of $g^*$ that is close to the MOND value. All models tend to give significant scatter around both CMR relations, around the BTFR relation, and around the AMR relation, with less scatter around the BTFR relation.
FIG. 21. Reduced chi-square $\chi^2/\nu$ (top row) and BIC (bottom row) for the Burkert (left column), DC14 (2nd from left column), Einasto (third from left column), and the NFW (right column) models.

FIG. 22. Distributions for $c_{200}$ (top row), $V_{200}$ (2nd from top row), $\tilde{T}_d$ (third from top row), and $\tilde{T}_e$ (bottom row) for the Burkert (left column), DC14 (2nd from left column), Einasto (third from left column), and the NFW (right column) models.
FIG. 23. Rotation curves for galaxies NGC5055 (top row) and NGC3109 (bottom row) for the Burkert (left column), DC14 (2nd from left column), Einasto (third from left column), and the NFW (right column) models.

FIG. 24. Galaxies for which the best fit $\tilde{Y}_d$ is strongly degenerate (top row) and those for which the degeneracy is weaker (bottom row).
FIG. 25. Empirical relations for the Burkert (left column), DC14 (2nd column from the left), Einasto (3rd column from the left), and NFW (right column) models. **Top row:** Gravitational RARs. Blue points correspond to Eq.  \( A.1 \) for the MOND value \( g_\dagger = 1.2 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2 \), and orange points to Eq.  \( A.1 \) with the best fit \( g_\dagger \). **2nd row from the top:** \( \log_{10} c_{200}^2 \) vs. \( \log_{10} M_{200} \). Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq.  \( A.2 \) and black dashed lines to values calculated from Eq.  \( A.2 \). **3rd row from the top:** \( \log_{10} M_{\text{baryons}} \) (i.e. \( M_\text{\star} + M_{\text{gas}} \)) vs. \( \log_{10} V_f \). Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq.  \( A.4 \). **Bottom row:** \( \log_{10} M_\text{\star} \) vs. \( \log_{10} M_{200} \). Black solid lines correspond to values calculated from Eq.  \( A.5 \). For the 2nd from the top, 3rd from the top and bottom rows, the points are marked the same as in Fig. 3.